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The Vanished Days Oct 22 2021 A sweeping love story set against the Jacobite revolution from
much-loved, million copy bestselling author Susanna Kearsley There are many who believe they
know what happened, but they do not know the whole of it. The rumours spread, and grow, and take
their hold, and so to end them I have been persuaded now to take my pen in hand and tell the story
as it should be told… Autumn, 1707. Old enemies from the Highlands to the Borders are finding
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common ground as they join to protest the new Union with England, the French are preparing to
launch an invasion to carry the young exiled Jacobite king back to Scotland to reclaim his throne,
and in Edinburgh the streets are filled with discontent and danger. Queen Anne’s commissioners,
seeking to calm the situation, have begun settling the losses and wages owed to those Scots who
took part in the disastrous Darien expedition eight years earlier. When Lily, the young widow of a
Darien sailor, comes forward to collect her husband’s wages, her claim is challenged, and one of the
men who’s assigned to examine her has only days to decide if she’s honest, or if his own feelings are
making him blind to the truth, and if he’s being used as a pawn in an even more treacherous game. A
story of intrigue, adventure, endurance, romance…and the courage to hope. ‘Fascinating and
immersive… I love a novel that deals with the many ways in which people keep their secrets’ DIANA
GABALDON ‘A hugely engrossing book and a complete world created’ IAN RANKIN ‘The Vanished
Days is an absolute tour de force of historical storytelling, tender and dramatic, gripping and
authentic. Kearsley manages effortlessly to balance the epic sweep of the drama with telling
moments of gentle characterization, all delivered in pitch-perfect style. I thoroughly enjoyed it: a
perfect escape in these dark days’ JANE JOHNSON, author of The Salt Road and The Tenth Gift ‘An
engrossing and deeply romantic novel of Scotland’s Jacobite rebellion’ RACHEL HORE ‘This novel
tells of a tender love story set amid the Jacobite rebellion. For readers unfamiliar with the twists and
turns of this period of Scottish history, author Kearsley provides a helpful map, along with rich
details of the protagonists. Courage in this era lies not in acts of heroic daring, but in steadfast
pursuit of truth and justice. Perfect for fans of Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander’ WOMAN & HOME
Praise for Susanna Kearsley's books: ‘A thrilling, haunting and deeply romantic story powerfully told
by an engaging heroine…enchanting and beautifully evoked.’ RACHEL HORE 'I've loved every one of
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her books! She has bedrock research and a butterfly's delicate touch with characters―sure recipe
for historical fiction that sucks you in and won't let go!' DIANA GABALDON, bestselling author of
Outlander ‘A deeply-engaging romance and a compelling historical novel... a marvellous book.’
BERNARD CORNWELL 'The Vanished Days exhibits Kearsley's ability to deftly balance dual time
lines to great dramatic effect, right up to the twist of an ending... this book stands on its own and
will find an eager audience among fans of romantic historical fiction' Booklist
The Firebird Oct 10 2020 When Nicola touches an object she can see glimpses into its past, so when
a woman tries to sell her a wooden carving belonging to Russia's Empress Catherine, Nicola knows
the woman is telling the truth.
A Place of Secrets Dec 12 2020 THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER AND RICHARD & JUDY
BOOKCLUB PICK The night before it all begins, Jude has the dream again . . . Can dreams be passed
down through families? As a child Jude suffered a recurrent nightmare: running through a dark
forest, crying for her mother. Now her six-year-old niece, Summer, is having the same dream, and
Jude is frightened for her. A successful auctioneer, Jude is struggling to come to terms with the
death of her husband. When she's asked to value a collection of scientific instruments and
manuscripts belonging to Anthony Wickham, a lonely 18th century astronomer, she leaps at the
chance to escape London for the untamed beauty of Norfolk, where she grew up. As Jude untangles
Wickham's tragic story, she discovers threatening links to the present. What have Summer's
nightmares to do with Starbrough folly, the eerie crumbling tower in the forest from which Wickham
and his adopted daughter Esther once viewed the night sky? With the help of Euan, a local
naturalist, Jude searches for answers in the wild, haunting splendour of the Norfolk woods. Dare she
leave behind the sadness in her own life, and learn to love again? Praise for Rachel Hore's novels: ‘A
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tour de force. Rachel's Paris is rich, romantic, exotic and mysterious’ JUDY FINNIGAN ‘An elegiac
tale of wartime love and secrets’ Telegraph ‘A richly emotional story, suspenseful and romantic, but
unflinching in its portrayal of the dreadful reality and legacy of war’ Book of the Week, Sunday
Mirror 'Pitched perfectly for a holiday read' Guardian 'Engrossing, pleasantly surprising and
throughly readable' SANTA MONTEFIORE 'A beautifully written and magical novel about life, love
and family' CATHY KELLY
Named of the Dragon Aug 20 2021 When one of her authors invites her to Wales for the Christmas
holidays, literary agent Lyn Ravenshaw hopes to escape the nightmares that have plagued her since
the death of her baby five years before. But Lyn's painful memories are brought to the surface when
she meets Elen, an emotionally fragile widow with an eight-month-old child. Mysteriously afraid for
her son's safety, Elen seems to view Lyn as his protector. But what makes Elen so sure that Lyn has
been sent to guard little Stevie? With the help of brooding neighbour Gareth Gwyn Morgan, Lyn
begins to untangle the myths surrounding the child. As her dreams grow ever more disturbing, she
finds herself pulled into an ancient Celtic world of haunting legends, dangerous prophecies, and a
child destined for greatness . . .
Rose Garden Oct 02 2022 New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! "A thrilling, haunting, and
deeply romantic story." -Rachel Hore, internationally bestselling author of The Memory Garden
"Whatever time we have," he said, "it will be time enough." Eva Ward returns to the only place she
truly belongs, the old house on the Cornish coast, seeking happiness in memories of childhood
summers. There she finds mysterious voices and hidden pathways that sweep her not only into the
past, but also into the arms of a man who is not of her time. But Eva must confront her own ghosts,
as well as those of long ago. As she begins to question her place in the present, she comes to realize
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that she too must decide where she really belongs. From Susanna Kearsley, author of the New York
Times bestseller The Winter Sea and a voice acclaimed by fans of Gabaldon, du Maurier, and
Niffenegger alike, The Rose Garden is a haunting exploration of love, family, the true meaning of
home, and the ties that bind us together. Praise for New York Times and USA Today bestseller The
Winter Sea : "Lifts readers straight into another time and place to smell the sea, feel the castle walls,
and sense every emotion. These are marks of a fantastic storyteller." -RT Book Reviews Top Pick of
the Month, 4 1⁄2 stars "Ingenious...a creative tour de force. Sometimes an author catches lightning
in a bottle, and Susanna Kearsley has done just that." -New York Journal of Books
Mariana May 29 2022 "I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and a
butterfly's delicate touch with characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks you in and
won't let go!"— DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander The next
book from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Susanna Kearsley, Mariana is a story
of incredible romance traveling in time from modern day England to a haunted Gothic past. When
Julia Beckett moves into a beautiful old farmhouse, she soon discovers she's not alone there. She
encounters haunting remnants of a beautiful young woman who lived and loved there centuries ago.
Julia finds herself transported into 17th-century England, and into the world of Mariana. Each time
Julia travels back, she becomes more enthralled with the past... until she realizes Mariana's life is
eclipsing her own. She must lay the past to rest or risk losing the chance for happiness in her own
time. With heartbreaking romance, escapist fantasy, and powerfully drawn characters, Kearsley
takes you on a time-traveling journey you'll never forget. Also by Susanna Kearsley: The Winter Sea
The Rose Garden The Shadowy Horses The Firebird The Splendour Falls Season of Storms A
Desperate Fortune Named of the Dragon Bellewether
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The Girl Who Wrote in Silk Sep 08 2020 A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel inspired by
true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant and atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two women
determined to do the right thing and the power of our own stories. The smallest items can hold
centuries of secrets... Inara Erickson is exploring her deceased aunt's island estate when she finds
an elaborately stitched piece of fabric hidden in the house. As she peels back layer upon layer of the
secrets it holds, Inara's life becomes interwoven with that of Mei Lein, a young Chinese girl
mysteriously driven from her home a century before. Through the stories Mei Lein tells in silk, Inara
uncovers a tragic truth that will shake her family to its core—and force her to make an impossible
choice. A touching and tender book for fans of Marie Benedict, Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan
Jepson.
A Cornish Affair Oct 29 2019 In the bestselling tradition of Rosamund Pilcher, a gloriously romantic
novel of secrets and history, from the author of the highly popular THE CORNISH HOUSE. Running
out on your wedding day never goes down well. When the pressure of her forthcoming marriage
becomes too much, Jude bolts from the church, leaving a good man at the altar, her mother in a fury,
and the guests with enough gossip to last a year. Guilty and ashamed, Jude flees to Pengarrock, a
crumbling cliff-top mansion in Cornwall, where she takes a job cataloguing the Trevillion family's
extensive library. The house is a welcome escape for Jude, full of history and secrets, but when its
new owner arrives, it's clear that Pengarrock is not beloved by everyone. As Jude falls under the
spell of the house, she learns of a family riddle stemming from a terrible tragedy centuries before,
hinting at a lost treasure. And when Pengarrock is put up for sale, it seems that time is running out
for the house and for Jude.
Chaos in Death Nov 22 2021 An exclusive J.D. Robb short story. Eve Dallas' latest case is starting
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off a little more bizarre than usual - a police sketch of a killer based on eye-witness testimony reveals
he has green skin, swollen red eyes, goblin ears, and a dislocated jaw-structure that defies the
human form. Is it a mask? Is it make-up? Or is the explanation more sinister? Dallas faces off against
multiple suspects - all of them students of medicine capable of precisely slicing the ears, noses, and
eyes of the three victims. But who had the motive? More importantly, what kind of rogue science are
these healers practicing? Set between New York to Dallas and Celebrity in Death.
The Secret Countess Nov 30 2019 'A fairy tale for grown-ups. It's unapologetically romantic but
it's also extremely funny, wry, dry and witty - and hugely uplifting.' – Marian Keyes, Daily Mail As
WWI draws to a close, a love affair that stretches across countries, families and class begins, in
master storyteller Eva Ibbotson's classic historical romance The Secret Countess, with an
introduction from Amanda Craig. Anna Grazinsky, a young Russian countess, has lived in the
glittering city of St Petersburg all her life in an ice-blue palace overlooking the River Neva. But
when revolution tears Russia apart, her now-penniless family is forced to flee to England. Armed
with an out-of-date book on housekeeping, Anna determines to help her family in any way possible,
and she is soon hired as a housemaid at the Earl of Westerholme's crumbling but magnificent
mansion. Then Rupert, the young Earl, returns home from the war and is fascinated by his new
housemaid, and the more time they spend together the more they feel inexplicably drawn together.
But they can never be together; Rupert is already engaged and Anna is only a servant . . . 'I have
binged on Eva Ibbotson . . . her elegantly written, witty and well-observed fables' – Nigella Lawson,
The Times Rediscover Eva Ibbotson, award-winning author of Journey to the River Sea, in her
sweeping historical romances, including The Morning Gift, A Song For Summer and The Secret
Countess, originally published as A Countess Below Stairs.
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Every Secret Thing May 05 2020 "First published in Great Britain by Allison & Busby in 2006, under
the name Emma Cole"--T.p. verso.
A Desperate Fortune Mar 27 2022 From the bestselling author of The Firebird, comes a new,
exquisitely crafted novel of modern-day and historical intrigue. For nearly 300 years, the mysterious
journal of Jacobite exile Mary Dundas has lain unread-its secrets safe from prying eyes. Now,
amateur codebreaker Sara Thomas has been hired by a once-famous historian to crack the journal’s
cipher. But when she arrives in Paris, Sara finds herself besieged by complications from all sides:
the journal’s reclusive owner, her charming Parisian neighbor, and Mary, whose journal doesn't hold
the secrets Sara expects. It turns out that Mary Dundas wasn’t keeping a record of everyday life, but
a first-hand account of her part in a dangerous intrigue. In the first wintry months of 1732, with a
scandal gaining steam in London, driving many into bankruptcy and ruin, the man accused of being
at its center is concealed among the Jacobites in Paris, with Mary posing as his sister to aid his
disguise. When their location is betrayed, they’re forced to put a desperate plan in action, heading
south along the road to Rome, protected by the enigmatic Highlander Hugh MacPherson. As Mary’s
tale grows more and more dire, Sara, too, must carefully choose which turning to take…to find the
road that will lead her safely home.
A Company of Swans Aug 27 2019 An enchanting love story set in the Amazon, by the awardwinning and bestselling author of JOURNEY TO THE RIVER SEA.Weekly ballet classes are Harriet
Morton's only escape from her intolerably dull life. So when she is chosen to join a corps de ballet
which is setting off on a tour of the Amazon, she leaps at the chance to run away for good.
Performing in the grand opera houses is everything Harriet dreamed of, and falling in love with an
aristocratic exile makes her new life complete. Swept away by it all, she is unaware that her father
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and intended fiance have begun to track her down. . .
The Lighthouse Keeper’s Daughter Jan 31 2020 ‘Compelling... I can’t recommend this one highly
enough.’ Gill Paul, bestselling author of The Secret Wife ‘Exquisite... a clear head and shoulders
above the rest’ Sunday Independent
The Splendour Falls Feb 23 2022 In the labyrinths of an ancient city lies a Queen’s treasure... 1205 the town of Chinon is beseiged by enemies of King John, and his young Queen calls upon a trusted
servant to conceal her treasured jewels. Emily Braden is intrigued by the medieval story of Queen
Isabelle, and cannot resist when her cousin Harry, a historian, suggests a trip to the white-walled
town of Chinon, nestling in France's Loire Valley. But when Harry vanishes and Emily begins to
search for him, she stumbles across another intriguing mystery -- a second Isabelle, a chambermaid
during the Second World War, who had her own tragedy, and her own treasure to hide. As Emily
explores the ancient town of labyrinthine tunnels, old enmities, and new loves, she finds herself
drawn ever closer to the mysterious Isabelles and their long-kept secrets.
Garden of Stones Aug 08 2020 After bombs rain down on Pearl Harbor, 14-year-old Lucy Takeda and
her mother, Miyako, are rounded up--along with thousands of other innocent Japanese-Americans-and taken to the Manzanar prison camp where they endure abuse and harsh living conditions until
Miyako makes the ultimate sacrifice. Original.
Every Secret Thing Jul 07 2020 It is early evening, summer time and hot. Two eleven-year-old girls,
Alice and Ronnie, are on their way home from a swimming party when they happen to see a baby's
stroller, with baby girl sleeping inside, left unattended on the top step of a house. Ronnie says to
Alice: 'We have to take care of this baby.' But what exactly does she mean? Four days later the body
of little Olivia Barnes is discovered in a hut in Baltimore's rambling Leakin Park by a young rookie
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detective, Nancy Porter. What can have happened in those four days to bring about this appalling
crime? The girls are arrested and found guilty. Seven years later Ronnie and Alice, now eighteen,
are released from their separate prisons, back into their old neighbourhood where the mother of
baby Olivia still lives. Another child goes missing, and Nancy Porter and her partner get the case ...
Bellewether Nov 10 2020 "I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and a
butterfly's delicate touch with characters--sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks you in and
won't let go!"-- DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander "The house,
when I first saw it, seemed intent on guarding what it knew; but we all learned, by the end of it, that
secrets aren't such easy things to keep." It's late summer, war is raging, and families are torn apart
by divided loyalties and deadly secrets. In this complex and dangerous time, a young French
Canadian lieutenant is captured and billeted with a Long Island family, an unwilling and unwelcome
guest. As he begins to pitch in with the never-ending household tasks and farm chores, Jean-Philippe
de Sabran finds himself drawn to the daughter of the house. Slowly, Lydia Wilde comes to lean on
Jean-Philippe, true soldier and gentleman, until their lives become inextricably intertwined. Legend
has it that the forbidden love between Jean-Philippe and Lydia ended tragically, but centuries later,
the clues they left behind slowly unveil the true story. Part history, part romance, and all kinds of
magic, Susanna Kearsley's latest masterpiece will draw you in and never let you go, even long after
you've closed the last page. Praise for A Desperate Fortune: "Susanna Kearsley just keeps getting
better and better!" --Lauren Willig, New York Times bestselling author "Susanna Kearsley deftly
conjures both historical intrigue and a contemporary heroine as unique as she is memorable." -Deanna Raybourn, New York Times bestselling author "Enchanting! Beguiling! Gorgeously romantic!
A truly brilliant book." --Kate Forsyth, award-winning author Praise for The Firebird: "A lovely and
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memorable novel." --Booklist, STARRED Review "A glittering, bewitching tale." --Kirkus "The present
and past come together as Kearsley masterfully merges paranormal elements with a wonderful dual
story and a fascinating historical setting."--RT Book Reviews, TOP PICK 41/2 Stars
The Blue Castle Sep 28 2019 "The Blue Castle" by L. M. Montgomery. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics
& literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Tom's Midnight Garden Sep 20 2021 When Tom is sent to stay at his aunt and uncle's house for the
summer, he resigns himself to endless weeks of boredom. As he lies awake in his bed he hears the
grandfather clock downstairs strike . . .eleven . . . twelve . . . thirteen . . . Thirteen! Tom races down
the stairs and out the back door, into a garden everyone told him wasn't there. In this enchanted
thirteenth hour, the garden comes alive - but Tom is never sure whether the children he meets there
are real or ghosts . . . This entrancing and magical story is one of the best-loved children's books
ever written.
Midnight on Julia Street May 17 2021 New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! Scandal
transcends time in the Big Easy Feisty reporter Corlis McCullough isn't afraid to push boundaries in
the name of journalistic integrity. When passion for the truth lands her in New Orleans in need of a
job, an assignment at a TV station pits her against her old college nemesis, King Duvallon. The sultry
streets of the French Quarter, the glamorous Garden District, derelict riverfront cotton warehouses,
and gritty back alleys come alive as the reporter's story inexplicably slips between the nineteenth
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century and today. A long-forgotten drama of blackmail, swindles, and a love affair that is still
changing lives leaves Corlis and King wondering if their burgeoning, unholy attraction will render
them pawns in a matrix of mystery and deceit. "A must read...Ware transports you to New
Orleans...and captures all its charm." —Rendezvous Reviews "Vibrant and exciting... such an
intriguing plot full of rich characters that I couldn't wait to see what happened." —Literary Times
"Well-researched and entertaining... excellent." —Library Journal
The Splendour Falls Jul 19 2021 "I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock
research and a butterfly's delicate touch with characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks
you in and won't let go!"— DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander
An Ancient Castle, a Tragic Love, and a Web of Secrets Begins to Unravel... Emily Braden has
stopped believing in fairy tales and happy endings. When her fascinating but unreliable cousin Harry
invites her on a holiday to explore the legendary own of Chinon, and promptly disappears—well,
that's Harry for you. As Emily makes the acquaintance of Chinon and its people, she begins to
uncover dark secrets beneath the charm. Legend has it that during a thirteenth-century siege of the
castle that looms over the city, Queen Isabelle, child bride of King John, hid a "treasure of great
price." And in the last days of the German occupation during World War II, another Isabelle living in
Chinon, a girl whose love for an enemy soldier went tragically awry. As the dangers of the past
become disastrously real, Emily is drawn ever more deeply into a labyrinth of mystery as twisted as
the streets and tunnels of the ancient town itself. Don't miss the next enchanting novel from Susanna
Kearsley, Bellewether, coming August 2018! Other bestselling books by Susanna Kearsley: The
Winter Sea A Desperate Fortune The Firebird
Summer Garden Mar 15 2021 Trei died. He got roasted by a mage, for trying to be a hero. Things
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aren't so bad. At least he didn't stay dead. Summer's life was always difficult. Her world was on the
verge of war, a politician threatening to take her crown. Resurrecting Trei was an accident, but it
might be the last she'll be allowed to make.
Bellewether Jan 25 2022 "I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and a
butterfly's delicate touch with characters—a sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks you in and
won't let go!"—DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander From New
York Times & USA Today bestselling author Susanna Kearsley—A magical novel that blends history,
forbidden romance and the paranormal Secrets aren't such easy things to keep: It's late summer in
1759, war is raging, and families are torn apart by divided loyalties and deadly secrets. In this
complex and dangerous time, a young French-Canadian lieutenant is captured and billeted with a
Long Island family, an unwilling and unwelcome guest. As he begins to pitch in with the neverending household tasks and farm chores, Jean-Philippe de Sabran finds himself drawn to Lydia, the
daughter of the house. Slowly, Lydia Wilde discovers that Jean-Philippe is a true soldier and
gentleman, until their lives become inextricably intertwined. Legend has it that the forbidden love
between Jean-Philippe and Lydia ended tragically, but centuries later, the clues they left behind
reveal the true story. Susanna Kearsley's books combine the magic of Deborah Harkness's All Souls
Trilogy, the remarkable women of Lucinda Riley's Seven Sisters Series, and the intrigue of books by
Simone St. James. Part history, part romance, and all kinds of magic, Susanna Kearsley's latest
masterpiece will draw you in and never let you go, even long after you've turned the last page. Also
by Susanna Kearsley: The Winter Sea The Rose Garden Mariana The Shadowy Horses The Firebird
The Splendour Falls Season of Storms A Desperate Fortune Named of the Dragon
Undertow Jun 05 2020
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The Rose Garden Sep 01 2022 Susanna Kearsley is the Winner of the Romantic Times Book Reviews
Reviewer's Choice Award for Best Historical Fiction novel for 2010 (for The Winter Sea). When Eva's
film star sister Catrina dies, she leaves California and returns to Trelowarth, Cornwall, where they
spent their childhood summers, to scatter Catrina's ashes and thus return her to the place where she
belongs. But in doing so Eva must confront ghosts from her own past, as well as those from a time
long before her own. For the house where she so often stayed as a child is home not only to her old
friends the Hallets, but also to the people who had lived there in the eighteenth century. Eva finds
herself able to see and talk to these people, and she falls for Daniel Butler, a man who lived and died
long before she herself was born. Eva begins to question her place in the present, and in laying her
sister to rest, comes to realise that she too must decide where she really belongs, choosing between
the life she knows and the past she feels so drawn towards.
The Rose Garden Nov 03 2022 NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER! "I've loved
every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and a butterfly's delicate touch with
characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks you in and won't let go!"—DIANA
GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander A riveting and romantic journey
through time, The Rose Garden drops a modern woman into the middle of a historical fiction novel
when she's thrown back to 18th century Cornwall—only to find that might just be where she
belongs. After the death of her sister, Eva Ward leaves Hollywood and all its celebrities behind to
return to the only place she feels she truly belongs, the old house on the coast of Cornwall, England.
She's seeking comfort in memories of childhood summers, but what she finds is mysterious voices
and hidden pathways that sweep her not only into the past, but also into the arms of a man who is
not of her time. Soon Eva discovers that the man, Daniel Butler, is very, very real and he draws her
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into a world of intrigue, treason, and love. Inside the old British house, begins to question her place
in the present, she realizes she must decide where she really belongs: in the life she knows or the
past she feels so drawn towards. A brilliant escape that gives one woman the chance to time-travel
and find her place in British history, The Rose Garden presents Susanna Kearsley's signature
combination of romance and fascinating historical fiction at its very best. Also by Susanna Kearsley:
The Winter Sea The Firebird A Desperate Fortune Named of the Dragon The Shadowy Horses The
Splendour Falls Season of Storms Mariana Bellewether
The Gemini Game Feb 11 2021
The Woman in the Lake Jul 27 2019 From the bestselling author of House of Shadows and The
Phantom Tree comes a spellbinding tale of jealousy, greed, plotting and revenge—part history, part
mystery—for fans of Kate Morton, Susanna Kearsley and Barbara Erskine London, 1765 Lady
Isabella Gerard, a respectable member of Georgian society, orders her maid to take her new golden
gown and destroy it, its shimmering beauty tainted by the actions of her brutal husband the night
before. Three months later, Lord Gerard stands at the shoreline of the lake, looking down at a
woman wearing the golden gown. As the body slowly rolls over to reveal her face, it’s clear this was
not his intended victim… 250 Years Later… When a gown she stole from a historic home as a child is
mysteriously returned to Fenella Brightwell, it begins to possess her in exactly the same way that it
did as a girl. Soon the fragile new life Fen has created for herself away from her abusive ex-husband
is threatened at its foundations by the gown’s power over her until she can't tell what is real and
what is imaginary. As Fen uncovers more about the gown and Isabella’s story, she begins to see the
parallels with her own life. When each piece of history is revealed, the gown—and its past—seems to
possess her more and more, culminating in a dramatic revelation set to destroy her sanity.
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Season of Storms Dec 24 2021 In this intriguing novel filled with romance and mystery, a young
actress travels to a lakeside villa in northern Italy for the role of a lifetime only to find herself
haunted by the ghost of a missing woman—from the New York Times and Globe and Mail bestselling
author Susanna Kearsley. When promising young actress Celia “Sullivan” Sands receives a letter
from Italy offering her the lead role in a play, she is baffled. The invitation from Alessandro
D’Ascanio is curiously addressed to her under her real name, which she has long kept secret.
D’Ascanio is planning to stage the first performance of his grandfather Galeazzo D’Ascanio’s
masterpiece at an isolated villa on Lake Garda. The stunning play—Galeazzo’s final work—was
written in the early 1900s for his muse and mistress, his most enduring obsession: the original Celia
Sands. But the night before she was to take the stage in the leading role, she vanished without a
trace. Now, decades later, her namesake accepts the part and travels to Italy. She is instantly drawn
to the mysteries surrounding the play—and to her compelling, compassionate employer. But as she
settles into the role, she begins to wonder if what happened to the first Celia will come back to haunt
her....
The Shadowy Horses Apr 03 2020 Archaeologist Verity Grey travels to the Scottish Borderlands to
search for the resting place of the Ninth Roman Legion after a local boy spots what he claims was a
Roman soldier walking in the fields.
The Forgotten Secret Jan 01 2020 A USA Today bestseller! Can she unlock the mysteries of the past?
The Winter Sea Apr 27 2022 *NATIONAL BESTSELLER A haunting tale of love across time perfect
for fans of Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander series—from New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling
author Susanna Kearsley. 1707. The walls of Slains castle shelter Jacobite rebels, who are conspiring
to sail the young, exiled James Stewart from France into Scotland to reclaim his crown—and a young
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woman caught up in their plot. Present day. Writer Carrie McClelland is enchanted by an impromptu
trip to Cruden Bay, Scotland, and decides to settle in the tiny village, hoping to find inspiration for
her novel about the Jacobite uprising in the area’s evocative past—and in the haunting ruins of the
castle. She creates a heroine named after one of her own ancestors, Sophia Paterson, and quickly
finds the words flowing, almost faster than she can write them down. But, discovering that her novel
inexplicably contains more fact than she can remember researching, Carrie wonders if she could
possibly be dealing with ancestral memory—in effect “recalling” what her ancestor lived. The only
way to discover the truth is to continue writing and to bring to light the whole of Sophia’s story.
With each new chapter, Carrie uncovers the tale of an innocent entangled in a dangerous enterprise,
the secret of forbidden love, and the final betrayal that cost James his throne—and may cost Sophia
her heart.
The House on the Strand Jun 17 2021 "Prime du Maurier. . . . She holds her characters close to
reality; the past she creates is valid, and her skill in finessing the time shifts is enough to make one
want to try a little of the brew."—New York Times
The Firebird Jul 31 2022 Whoever dares to seek the firebird may find the journey—and its ending—
unexpected. Nicola Marter was born with a gift. When she touches an object, she sometimes sees
images, glimpses of those who have owned it before. It’s never been a gift she wants, and she keeps
it a secret from most people, including her practical boss Sebastian, one of London’s premier dealers
in Russian art. But when a woman offers Sebastian a small wooden carving for sale, claiming it
belonged to Russia’s Empress Catherine, it’s a problem. There’s no proof. Sebastian believes that
the plain carving—known as “The Firebird”—is worthless. But Nicola has held it, and she knows the
woman is telling the truth and is in desperate need of the money the sale of the heirloom could
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bring. Compelled to help, Nicola turns to a man she once left and still loves: Rob McMorran, whose
own psychic gifts are far greater than hers. With Rob to help her “see” the past, she follows a young
girl named Anna from Scotland to Belgium and on into Russia. There, in St. Petersburg—the onceglittering capital of Peter the Great’s Russia—Nicola and Rob unearth a tale of love and sacrifice, of
courage and redemption . . . an old story that seems personal and small, perhaps, against the
greater backdrops of the Jacobite and Russian courts, but one that will forever change their lives.
The Forgotten Sister Mar 03 2020 Moving between the Tudor era and the present day, The
Forgotten Sister is a captivating historical novel that draws on one of history’s most compelling and
enduring mysteries. Perfect for fans of Lucinda Riley, Barbara Erskine, Victoria Hislop and Kate
Morton. One woman’s secret will shape another’s destiny...
The Winter Sea Jan 13 2021 "A hauntingly beautiful tale of love that transcends time: an American
writer travels to Scotland to craft a novel about the Jacobite Rebellion, only to discover her own
ancestral memories of that torrid moment in Scottish history... In the spring of 1708, an invading
Jacobite fleet of French and Scottish soldiers nearly succeeded in landing the exiled James Stewart
in Scotland to reclaim his crown. When young Sophia Paterson travels to Slains Castle by the sea,
she finds herself in the midst of the dangerous intrigue. Now, Carrie McClelland hopes to turn that
story into her next bestselling novel. Settling herself in the shadow of that historic Scottish castle,
she starts to write. But when she discovers her novel is more fact than fiction, Carrie wonders if she
might be the only living person who knows the truth--the ultimate betrayal--that happened all those
years ago. A sweeping historical fantasy of love, danger, and time travel, Susanna Kearsley
masterfully weaves Scotland's past into Carrie's present in this stunning book"-The Cornish House Jun 25 2019 Escape to the beautiful Cornish coast with this heart-tugging,
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romantic story - perfect for fans of Fern Britton and Rosamunde Pilcher When artist Maddie inherits
a house in Cornwall shortly after the death of her husband, she hopes it will be the fresh start she
and her step-daughter desperately need. Trevenen is beautiful but neglected, and as Maddie
discovers the stories of generations of women who've lived there before, she begins to feel her life is
somehow intertwined within its walls. But Maddie's dream of a calm life in the countryside is far
from the reality she faces - and as she pulls at the seams of Trevenen's past, the house reveals
secrets that have lain hidden for generations. 'A heart tugging story of loss and recovery' Fanny
Blake, WOMAN & HOME 'This is a book about loss, misguided decisions, heartbreak and change,
but it's also about hope, long held secrets and friendships formed between the unlikeliest of people
... [it] made me laugh out loud and cry a few times. I loved it' NOVELICIOUS 'The story is beautifully
told with characters who reach out to you' SIDMOUTH HERALD 'THE CORNISH HOUSE is an
escapist and often emotional book, in which relationships are put to the test' STAR MAGAZINE
'Totally absorbing, a delightful debut novel' TELEGRAPH & ARGUS
Castle Apr 15 2021 Text and detailed drawings follow the planning and construction of a "typical"
castle and adjoining town in thirteenth-century Wales.
The Shadowy Horses Jun 29 2022 "I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock
research and a butterfly's delicate touch with characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks
you in and won't let go!"—DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander
Archaeologist Verity Grey has been drawn to the dark legends of the Scottish Borderlands in search
of the truth buried in a rocky field by the sea, in this darkly romantic novel of historical fiction by
bestselling author Susanna Kearsley. The invincible ninth Roman Legion marches from York to fight
the Northern tribes, and then vanishes from the pages of history. When Verity Grey goes looking for
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them in modern-day Scotland, she may find more than she bargained for. Her eccentric boss has
spent his whole life searching for the resting place of the lost Ninth Roman Legion and is convinced
he's finally found it—not because of any scientific evidence, but because a local boy has "seen" a
Roman soldier walking in the fields, a ghostly sentinel who guards the bodies of his long-dead
comrades. Here on the windswept Scottish shores, Verity may find the answer to one of the great
unsolved mysteries of the historical record. Or she may uncover secrets from the romantic past that
were buried for a reason. Fans of historical romance will be completely transported by The Shadowy
Horses, an exquisite novel of Scottish historical fiction. Also by Susanna Kearsley: The Winter Sea A
Desperate Fortune The Firebird The Rose Garden The Splendour Falls Season of Storms Mariana
Named of the Dragon Bellewether
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